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In order to broaden the mufer frequency band in the low-frequency range of the exhaust mufer and to achieve the purpose of
broadband noise reduction, in this paper, a model of an annular connecting pipe mufer is proposed using the fnite element
method (FEM) to simulate the nonrefection boundary condition and to solve the transmission loss (TL). In addition, the
experimental value is obtained by the spatial fve-point measurement method and compared with the simulated value, and the
validity and reliability of the solutionmodel are verifed. Compared with a simple expansionmufer, the average TL of the annular
connecting pipe mufer is increased by 11.86 dB, and the maximum TL is increased by 18.31 dB, efectively widening the mufer
frequency area, and the overall performance is efectively improved. Finally, the infuence of structural factors is analyzed,
including the width (W) of the annular connecting pipe, the length (L) of the annular connecting pipe, and the length ratio (m) of
the front and rear chambers on the TL and on the width of the anechoic frequency band. Te results reveal that the width and
length of the annular connecting pipe and front-to-back cavity length ratio are the most signifcant factors to infuence the TL,
mufer frequency band, and elimination or reduction of the passing frequency, respectively.

1. Introduction

As an important part of the mufer, the resistant mufer has
a good mufer efect mainly in the middle- and low-
frequency range [1]. However, how to efectively improve
the noise reduction performance and broaden the noise
reduction frequency band has been widely considered and
highly valued, and many scholars have conducted in-depth
research on it [2–4]. Hou et al. [5–8] combined the fexible
nozzle and the expansion mufer to propose the elastic wall
expansion mufer, studying its TL. Lei et al. [9] analyzed the
acoustic characteristics of the two-stage series expansion
mufer. Sagar and Munjal [10] proposed an H-connected
fork mufer and studied its acoustic performance. Wu and
Wang [11] studied the transfer loss of a simple expansion

mufer with a right-angled inlet. Fei et al. [12] used the U-
shaped bellows instead of the inner intubation tube to study
the mufer performance of the U-shaped bellows’ band stop
flter characteristics in the frequency band above the cut-of
frequency of the mufer. Yasuda et al. [13] proposed
a mufer with connecting holes on the tailpipe to improve
the mufer performance of the tailpipe and conducted ex-
perimental and theoretical studies on the acoustic perfor-
mance of the mufer in the frequency domain and time
domain. Xiang et al. [14] calculated the TL of diferent
microperforated tube lengths by using the fnite element
method and proposed a multicavity microperforated mufer
with adjustable TL by changing the length of the third cavity.
Xue et al. [15] discussed in detail the infuence of geometric
parameters such as the shape of the expansion chamber and
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the length of the inlet and outlet on the TL. Das et al. [16]
used integrated bafes in the mufer and carried out nu-
merical simulations and experimental verifcation of the
structure. Carbajo et al. [17] proposed a multilayer perfo-
rated plate mufer with oblique holes, predicted the
acoustic performance of the multilayer perforated plate
with oblique holes through the fuid equivalent theory, and
carried out experimental verifcation on the predicted
results. Zhou et al. [18] studied the low-frequency sound
absorption characteristics of fxed-cavity double-layer
perforated panels under the action of bias fow. Te re-
search results showed that the bias fow velocity is the key
parameter that determines the sound absorption perfor-
mance of the double-layer perforated panel structure. He
et al. [19] found through the study of the shunt hedging
anechoic unit that the anechoic performance was signif-
cantly improved after the shunt hedging. Zhang et al. [20]
found through the study of the conical splitter unit that the
turbulent kinetic energy of the conical splitter unit is
smaller than that of the traditional anechoic unit, which can
efectively suppress the generation of turbulent noise.
Chang et al. [21] conducted a detailed discussion on the
acoustic performance and inlet/outlet pipe parameters of
a circular three-chamber mufer. Wang et al. [22] used the
porous sound absorption characteristics of aerogel to ex-
plore the acoustic performance of the resonant sound
absorption combination of series Helmholtz resonant
mufers. Červenka and Bednař́ık [23] studied the acoustic
performance of mufers with multiple ring-shaped thin
expansion chambers in series with diferent diameters. Fu
et al. [24] calculated the TL diagram of the mufer under
diferent design parameters and analyzed the infuence laws
of the main parameters. Lu et al. [25] established a series-
parallel coupled straight-through perforated tube mufer
model, and compared it with a conventional straight-
through perforated tube mufer and a straight-through
double-censed perforated tube mufer, and analyzed the
TL of the mufer. Chivate et al. [26] reviewed the acoustic
performance of reactive silencers with simple expansion
chambers. Ashok Reddy [27] conducted a literature review
on acoustic research methods and materials for silencers in
diferent felds such as automobiles, aerospace, compres-
sors, and industrial noise.

Te above studies mainly focus on improving the
structure of the simple expansion mufer to improve the
sound power attenuation ability at a specifc frequency but
did not include the expansion of the anechoic frequency
band at a specifc frequency. Terefore, this paper will
propose an annular connected pipe mufer model based on
a simple expansion mufer, aiming to study its sound power

attenuation capability in the middle- and low-frequency
range of 20–1200Hz and the widening range of the muf-
fer frequency band. Te nonrefection boundary condition
is mainly simulated based on the fnite element method, the
TL of the model is calculated, and the correctness of the
model and the solution method is verifed by the insertion
loss (IL) test using the spatial fve-point method. Finally, the
infuence of diferent structural factors on the TL is studied
and analyzed.

2. Annular Connecting Pipe of the Exhaust
Muffler Theory

Te structural schematic diagram of the exhaust mufer of
the annular connecting pipe is shown in Figure 1. When the
exhaust gas enters the mufer through the inlet, it frst
difuses to the frst expansion chamber through the perfo-
rated pipe, and then, the sound wave propagates to the
second expansion chamber through the annular connecting
pipe and fnally leads to the outlet through the tail perforated
pipe. In this process, the change of acoustic impedance
caused by the sudden change of the interface of the pipeline
is used to make a part of the sound wave propagating along
the pipeline refect back to the sound source and generate
a phase diference with the sound wave propagating forward,
and interfere with each other, to achieve the purpose of noise
reduction.

Te study of sound wave propagation in pipes is the core
content of acoustic calculation and analysis of mufers. For
the coaxial annular connecting pipe shown in Figure 1, the
Helmholtz equation using the Laplace operator in the cy-
lindrical coordinate system constitutes the governing
equation of the sound wave propagation in the annular duct
and then uses the separation of variables method to fnd the
sound pressure analytical expression, and the radial particle
vibration velocity on the rigid wall being 0 [28–30]. So, we
can get the following equation:

Jm
′ kra(  −

Jm
′ kra1( 

Ym
′ kra1( 

 Ym
′ kra(  � 0. (1)

Te root of the above formula can be obtained using
numerical methods. For each m value, there are infnite kra

that can satisfy formula (1) and express the nth solution
kr,m,na with βm,n. Table 1 shows the roots of formula (1),
where m and n represent the circumferential and radial
mode numbers.

Te analytical expression of the sound pressure obtained
by superimposing the sound pressure components of each
mode is as follows:
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where Rm(β(m,n)r/a) � Jm(β(m,n)r/a) − [Jm
′ β(m,n)/
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Te frst circumferential mode starts to propagate at
ka � β1,0, and the frst radial mode starts to propagate at
Ka � β0,1, so the plane wave cut-of frequency is

fcut− off �
β1,0
2πa

C. (4)

Since the inlet and outlet boundary conditions of the
model in this paper are axisymmetric, the frst higher-order
mode is the radial mode at this time, and its plane wave cut-
of frequency is

fcut− off �
β0,1
2πa

C, (5)

where the speed of sound at C� 340m/s, a (0.17m) is the
radius of the circular duct, and β0,1 is 3.832. From this, it can
be calculated that the plane wave cut-of frequency of the
ring mufer is 1219.76Hz.

3. Structural Dimension Design

Te specifc structure of the exhaust mufer of the annular
connecting pipe is shown in Figure 1, and the structural
dimensions are shown in Table 2. Annular connecting pipe
exhaust mufer includes intake pipe-1, frst expansion
chamber-2, fxed blocks-3, annular connecting pipe-4,
blocking structure-5, second expansion chamber-6, and
exhaust pipe-7.

L1 L2 L4L3 L5

D1
D2 D3 D4

1 2 3 5 64

L6

7

Inlet Outlet

(a)

D2
D3

α

54

3

(b)

Figure 1: Structural schematic diagram of annular connecting pipe mufer. (1) Intake pipe. (2) First expansion chamber. (3) Fixed blocks.
(4) Annular connecting pipe. (5) Blocking structure. (6) Second expansion chamber. (7) Exhaust pipe. (L1) Intake pipe length. (L2) First
expansion chamber length. (L3) Blocking structure length. (L4) Second expansion chamber length. (L5) Exhaust pipe length. (L6) Fixed
block length. (D1) Intake pipe diameter. (D2) Expansion chamber diameter. (D3) Blocking structure diameter. (D4) Exhaust pipe diameter.
α-fxed block angle. (a) Sectional view of mufer front view. (b) Side sectional view of mufer.

Table 1: Solution of equation (1).

m
n

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0.000 3.832 7.016 10.174 13.324 16.470
1 1.841 5.331 8.536 11.706 14.864 18.016
2 3.054 6.706 9.969 13.170 16.348 19.513
3 4.201 8.015 11.346 14.586 17.789 20.973
4 5.318 9.282 12.682 15.964 19.196 22.401
5 6.415 10.520 13.987 17.313 20.576 23.804
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Te exhaust mufer of the annular connecting pipe fxes
the blocking structure in the expansion chamber of the
ordinary single expansion mufer through the fxing block,
and then divides the single expansion chamber into front
and rear double chambers, and forms an annular connecting
pipe. In the simulation calculation, the parameters such as
the diameter-D3, length-L3, and length ratio of the front and
back cavity-m (L2/L4) of the blocking structure are changed
in sequence, and the infuence of each parameter is changed
on the TL.

4. Acoustic Performance Analysis

4.1. Boundary Condition Settings. Making Assumptions
during Acoustic Simulation Calculations. Te wall boundary
is a rigid wall, ignoring the sound absorption of the wall.

Defne Acoustic Domain Materials and Properties. Due to the
low infuence of the components in the automobile exhaust
on the acoustic performance and to simplify the calculation
process and the difculty of material defnition, the internal
fuid material can be approximately defned as air in the
acoustic simulation, the density of the fuid, and the velocity
of sound can then be determined.

Te upper limit cut-of frequency of the exhaust mufer
of the annular connecting pipe is 1219.76Hz, and the lower
limit frequency that the human ear can hear is 20Hz.
Terefore, 20Hz–1220Hz is taken as the main research
frequency range of this paper.

In the simulation process, the mesh type adopts free
tetrahedral mesh, the acoustic grid size (λ) should meet the
requirements of formula (6), and the calculation formula is

λ≤
C

6fmax
, (6)

where λ is the acoustic grid size (m); C is the speed of sound
in air (m/s), C� 340m/s; fmax is the highest frequency for
acoustic calculations.

Since the calculation frequency range is low-medium
frequency (20Hz–1200Hz), fmax chooses 1200Hz; by
substituting C and fmax into the calculation formula, we can
get λ � 0.0472m; this paper defnes the maximum grid size
as 0.01m, and the minimum grid size is defned as 0.005m,
smaller than the calculated acoustic mesh size and meet the
requirements.

TL is defned as the diference between the incident
sound power level at the inlet of the mufer and the
transmitted sound power level at the outlet [31]. Its calcu-
lation formula is as follows:

TL � Li − Lt � 10 lg
Wi

Wt

 , (7)

where Wi and Wt are the incident sound power at the inlet
and the transmitted sound power at the outlet of the mufer.

Te boundary condition of the inlet and outlet of the
mufer is defned as follows: (1) the inlet of the annular
connecting pipe exhaust mufer is defned as a circular port
and the incident wave power is 1W and (2) the outlet of the
annular connecting pipe exhaust mufer is defned as
a circular port and with no refection boundary condition.

4.2. Transmission Loss Analysis. Using the FEM, the TL of
the exhaust mufer in the 20Hz–1200Hz range was ob-
tained through simulation calculations. It was then com-
pared with a simple expansion mufer to generate a TL
comparison graph, as shown in Figure 2.

Trough the simulation analysis results, it can be seen
that the TL of the simple expansion mufer in the range of
20Hz–1200Hz exhibits periodic oscillation under the
condition of the same shape and volume of the two mufers.
Tere will be a failure frequency every 550Hz–600Hz in-
tervals, the maximum TL is 18.1 dB, and the average TL is
13.09 dB. Compared with the simple expansion mufer, the
mufer with an annular connecting pipe only has one failure
frequency in the range of 20–1200, the noise reduction
frequency band is wider, the maximum TL is 36.23 dB, and
the average TL is 24.95 dB.

In the low-frequency range I (20Hz–210Hz), the an-
nular connecting pipe mufer has lower TL, and there is
a failure frequency at 210Hz; the main reason is that in the
20Hz–210Hz frequency range, low-frequency resonance
noise will be generated inside the mufer, resulting in low
noise reduction performance in this area. In the medium-
frequency range II (210Hz–1200Hz), the TL of the annular
connecting pipe mufer is higher than that of the simple
expansion mufer at all frequencies, and the maximum TL
diference is 18.2 dB.

5. Annular Connecting Pipe Muffler Test

5.1. Test Equipment. Te built test bench is shown in Fig-
ure 3. It mainly includes 192 series air-cooled diesel engine,
eddy current dynamometer, FC2000 diesel engine mea-
surement and control system, HS5670B average sound level
meter, tripod head, acoustic panels, annular connecting pipe
mufer, and computer.

5.2. Test Principle and Data Collection. TL and IL can refect
the acoustic performance of the mufer from diferent as-
pects, but the measurement of TL requires specialized
equipment and is expensive, and IL is much easier to
measure than TL [32, 33]. Terefore, this paper uses the
spatial fve-point measurement method to measure the IL of

Table 2: Annular connecting pipe exhausts mufer structure size.

Part L1 (mm) L2 (mm) L3 (mm) L4 (mm) L5 (mm) L6 (mm) D1 (mm) D2 (mm) D3 (mm) D4 (mm) α (°)
Size 50 99 102 99 50 10 52 340 320 52 120
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the mufer. Finally, the TL is approximately calculated by
the conversion formula (8) of sound power level and sound
pressure level.

TL � LW1
− LW2

,

IL � LP1 − LP2,

LW � LP + 20 lg r + 11,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(8)

where r is the distance from the tail end of the exhaust pipe
to the test point (r� 1m in this paper), LP1 and LP2 are the
sound pressure levels before and after themufer is installed,
and Lw1

and Lw2
are the sound power levels at the entrance

and exit, respectively.
In this paper, the IL is measured by the spatial fve-point

measurement method, as shown in Figure 3. We take the
center of the exhaust pipe outlet end face as the reference
point, take the plane where the exhaust pipe outlet end face
is located as the reference plane, select two measurement
points 1m away from the reference point on the reference
plane (point a and point e), then select a measurement
point every 45° between point a and point e (point b, point

c, and point d), and, at the same time, ensure that the
distance between the fve measurement points and the
ground is 1m. When the diesel engine is running, we select
the normal working condition with a speed of 1800 r/min
and a load of 75%. During the test, three repeated acqui-
sitions were performed at each acquisition frequency, and
all were recorded; it is considered reliable data when the
deviation of three readings is less than 0.5 dB, and after
completing the data collection and processing, the ap-
proximate conversion of the TL is carried out according to
formula (8).

5.3. DataAnalysis. For the annular connecting pipe mufer,
in this paper, the simulation value of TL is obtained by
FEM, to verify the reliability of the simulation method and
model, the IL is obtained through experiments, and then,
the TL is obtained through the transformation of the
formula (8). Comparing the simulated value with the ex-
perimental value, a comparison chart is obtained, as shown
in Figure 4.
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It can be seen from Figure 4 that in the frequency range
II (20Hz–210Hz), the experimental values are higher than
the simulated values because resonance noise generated by
air resonance may occur in the low-frequency range. In the
frequency range II (210Hz–1200Hz), the diference between
the experimental value and the simulated value is small.
Trough calculation, the error between the experimental
value and the simulation value is 3.31%, and the reason may
be as follows: (1) there is air resonance in the low-frequency
range, which produces resonance noise, (2) ambient noise
may infuence the measured values, (3) efect of engine
exhaust temperature and aerodynamic performance on
exhaust noise, and (4) TL is obtained through formula
conversion.

6. Influence Law of Structural Factors

Temain structural parameters afecting the exhaust mufer
of the annular connecting pipe are the width and length of
the annular connecting pipe. Terefore, the research on the
infuence law of the structural factors of the annular con-
necting pipe mainly considers its width, length, and front-
to-back cavity ratio. Due to the previous acoustic analysis,
the upper and lower limit cut-of frequency range of the
mufer is 21.37Hz–1220Hz, it has good reference value in
this range, and, at the same time, the boundary condition
parameters required by the structural scheme are the same as
those set above.

6.1. Analysis of the Infuence of Annular Connecting Pipe
Width on TL. Changing the W (W� (D2-D3)/2) of the
annular connecting pipe of the mufer to 5mm, 10mm,
15mm, 20mm, and 40mm, the rest of the structural di-
mensions are consistent with those shown in Table 2. Te
simulation results are shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, it can be found that the smaller the
width W of the annular connecting pipe in the middle-
and low-frequency range of 20 Hz–1200 Hz, the higher
the peak value of TL, the wider the frequency band of TL,
and the number of zero points decreases, when W is

between 5mm and 40mm, the maximum peak diference
of TL is close to 17 dB, and the average TL is increased by
12.71 dB. In the frequency range I (20 Hz–500 Hz), the
frst zero point appears on the TL curve, but with the
decrease of W, the TL zero point gradually moves to low
frequency, and the frst peak gradually decreases; in the
frequency range II (500 Hz–1100 Hz), the overall TL
presents a broadband noise reduction trend, as the
width W gradually decreases, the peak value of the TL
gradually increases, and the curvature of the TL curve
gradually decreases; in the frequency range III
(1100 Hz–1200 Hz), the second zero point appears, but as
W decreases, the zero point position gradually moves to
the right, and the slope of the tangent line of the TL curve
becomes smaller.

On the whole, W has a great infuence on the TL, which
is mainly refected in the infuence on the position of two
zero points (anechoic bandwidth), the peak value of the TL
and the average value of the TL. Additionally, it should be
noted that the change in w only changes the position of the
zero point but does not alter the trend of the TL curve.

6.2. Analysis of the Infuence of Annular Connecting Pipe
Length on TL. Changing the L3 of the annular connecting
pipe of the mufer (62mm, 82mm, 102mm, 122mm, and
162mm), the rest of the structural dimensions are consistent
with those shown in Table 2. Te simulation results are
shown in Figure 6.

From the TL curve in Figure 6, it can be seen that the TL
changes with the change of L3, and the smaller the L3, the
wider the TL frequency band. In the frequency range I
(20Hz–330Hz), the frst zero point appears on the TL curve,
and with the gradual increase of L3, the zero-point position
gradually moves to the low frequency, and, at the same time,
the peak value in this region gradually decreases. In the
frequency range II (330Hz–920Hz), the overall TL shows
the trend of broadband noise reduction, and with the in-
crease of L3, the peak gradually moves to the high-frequency
direction. In the frequency range (920Hz–1200Hz), with
the gradual decrease of L3, the second zero point appears in
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turn and the zero-point position gradually moves to high
frequency. Overall, L3 has a greater impact on the bandwidth
of the transmission loss anechoic frequency.

6.3. Analysis of the Efect of the Length Ratio of the Front and
BackCavity on theTL. Changing the length ratio of the front
and rear chambers of the annular connecting pipe muferm
(m� L2/L4) to 1 :1 (99 : 99), 1 :1.5 (79.2 :118.8), 1 : 2 (66 :
132), 1 : 2.3 (60 :138), 2.3 :1 (138 : 60), the rest of the
structural dimensions are consistent with those shown in
Table 2. Te simulation results are shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, it can be found that the TL changes with
the change of m in the frequency range of 20Hz–1200Hz,
and the anechoic frequency band of the TL is wider with the

increase of m. In the frequency range I (20Hz–320Hz), the
frst trough appears in the transmission loss curve. When
m� 1, the TL curve appears at zero point (TL� 0), but with
the gradual decrease of m, the zero point disappears, and the
TL gradually increases at the trough position. In the fre-
quency range II (320Hz–1140Hz), the anechoic frequency
band is wider, and the average TL increases with the increase
of m. In the frequency range III (1140Hz–1200Hz), there is
a second trough in the TL curve but no zero point, and the
position of the second trough gradually moves to the high-
frequency direction with the increase of m; in addition, it is
also found that the TL curves of the front-to-back cavity
length ratio of 1 : 2.3 and 2.3 :1 coincide, and it can be seen
that when m is the reciprocal of each other, the TL is
the same.
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Overall, the infuence of m on the TL in the range of
20Hz–1200Hz is relatively small. As m is closer to 1, the
anechoic frequency band is wider, and when m≠ 1, the TL
zero point disappears; the main reason is that when m� 1,
the front and rear chambers have the same anechoic fre-
quency (pass frequency same), and whenm≠ 1, the anechoic
frequencies of the front and rear chambers are diferent, and
the passing frequency disappears, so the zero point of TL
disappears.

7. Conclusions

Tis paper proposes an annular connecting pipe exhaust
mufer. Te simulation value of the TL is obtained through
the FEM, and the test value is obtained by using the space
fve-point measurement method and the diesel engine
test bench, and the reliability of the simulation model and
method is verifed by comparing the simulation value
with the test value. In addition, the simulation analysis of
the infuence of structural factors (annular connecting
pipe width, annular connecting pipe length, and the
length ratio of the front and rear cavity of the annular
connecting pipe mufer) on the transmission loss of the
mufer was carried out, and the following conclusions
were obtained:

(1) In the frequency range of 20Hz–1200Hz, compared
with the simple expansion mufer, the average TL of
the annular connecting pipe mufer is increased by
11.86 dB, and the peak value of the TL is increased by
18.31 dB, efectively broadening the noise reduction
frequency band, and the overall noise reduction
performance has been signifcantly improved.

(2) Changing the width of the annular connecting pipe
has a great infuence on the average TL, the peak
value of the TL, and widening the noise reduction
frequency band.

(3) Changing the length of the annular connecting pipe
has little efect on the peak value of the mufer’s TL
but has a greater efect on widening the noise re-
duction frequency band.

(4) Changing the length ratio of the front and rear
cavities has little efect on the TL value of the mufer
but has a certain infuence on the width of the
mufer frequency band.When the length of the front
and rear cavities is diferent, the pass frequency can
be eliminated.

(5) When considering the infuence of mufer structural
factors on mufer performance indicators, for the
transmission loss value, the infuence of the width of
the ring connection pipe should be given priority,
and for the width of the noise reduction frequency
band, the infuence of the length of the annular
connecting pipe should be given priority, and for the
elimination or reduction of the passing frequency,
the efect of the front-to-back cavity length ratio
should be given priority.
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